We address the problem of non-Abelian super-QCD, with a Fayet-Iliopoulos term, as seen from the vortex worldsheet perspective. Together with the FI term ξ, also a mass µ for the adjoint superfield Φ enters in the game. This mass allows the interpolation between N = 2 and N = 1 super-QCD. While the phenomenology of the N = 2 case (µ = 0) is pretty much understood, much remains to be clarified for the finite-µ case. We distinguish, inside the parameter space spanned by the FI term and the mass µ, four different corners where some quantitative statements can be made. These are the regions where the strong dynamics can, in some approximation, be quantitatively analyzed. We focus in particular on two questions: 1) Is the quantum vortex BPS or non-BPS? 2) What is the phase of the internal non-Abelian moduli? We find that the answer to these questions strongly depends upon the choice of the linear term in the superpotential. We also try to explain what happens in the most unexplored, and controversial, region of parameters, that of the quantum heterotic vortex, where Λ ≪ √ ξ ≪ µ.
Introduction
Since the first appearance of the non-Abelian vortex [1, 2] , two major lines of research have been pursued. One, which is also the main focus of the present paper, is to understand, and make use of, the relationship between the four-dimensional gauge dynamics, and the wordsheet dynamics, of the zero modes confined to live on the vortex. A second line, which will be the main focus of future work [3] , is to understand the dynamics of non-Abelian magnetic monopoles in relation to that of the non-Abelian string.
Non-Abelian vortices provide a way to map a four-dimensional non-Abelian gauge theory onto a two-dimensional sigma-model. The non-Abelian gauge theory has n c colors and n f flavors, and through the introduction of an appropriate Higgs breaking term, generally a Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) term, lives in a so-called color-flavor locked vacuum, or root of the baryonic branch. Non-Abelian gauge theories in the color-flavor locked phase have, in general, stable vortices, like the ordinary Abrikosov-Nielsen-Olesen flux tube, but with the addition of a number of orientation internal modes, parametrized by the complex projective space CP(n c − 1). The low-energy dynamics of an infinite-length vortex is described by some variant of the CP(n c −1) sigma-model living on the d = 1+1 dimensional worldsheet. Additional modes, in particular the fermionic ones, live in line-bundles over CP(n c − 1). The main focus of the paper will be on the case of the number of colors equal to the number of flavors: n c = n f = n.
In general, the low-energy theory on the string worldsheet is split into two disconnected parts: a free theory for (super)translational moduli and a nontrivial part, a theory of interacting (super)orientational moduli, the CP(n − 1) sigma-model. The latter theory is in general completely fixed if there are unbroken supersymmetries.
The situation is by now quite clear for N = 2 SQCD [18] [19] [20] 25] . Due to holomorphic properties, quantities such as the mass of the BPS particles, do not depend upon the FI term. This means that these invariant quantities can be computed in two different ways. One through the Seiberg-Witten solution of the original four-dimensional theory, and the other through the solution of the N = (2, 2) that lives on the string worldsheet.
It was suggested in [6] the possibility of lowering the supersymmetries of the fourdimensional theory down to N = 1, but still keeping the BPS property of the string. That can happen, classically, if we introduce a superpotential for the adjoint chiral superfield W (Φ), and we fine-tune the parameters so that one root of W ′ coincides with the mass of the quarks. The theory on the vortex worldsheet preserves half of the supercharges of the four-dimensional theory, and that means that it is N = (0, 2) or N = (2, 0) depending on the vortex orientation. From here comes the name heterotic. The number of fermionic zero modes though, does not change because it is fixed by an index theorem. That means that these extra fermions remain in the low-energy theory and must be described by a fermionic N = (0, 2) multiplet. In the work [7] , it was shown how to construct the N = (0, 2) theory living on the vortex worldsheet. The four-dimensional superpotential essentially enters as a worldsheet superpotential for the fermionic N = (0, 2) superfield. It is important here that there is a mixing between translational and orientational zero modes; otherwise, it would not be possible to break the N = (2, 2) supersymmetries on the worldsheet [6] . At least with a small value of the superpotential, the deformation of the 1 + 1 theory can be simply obtained by the superpotential of the original four-dimensional theory with an appropriate coefficient that can be computed by a four-dimensional zero-mode overlap [7, 10] . This paper is devoted to the study of the heterotic vortex, and its quantum-related problems. The analysis of the problem was initiated in [8, 9] , but many issues remain to be explored. The holomorphic properties discussed above for the N = 2 theory are now lost. We thus do not expect to find exact analytical agreement between quantities computed in various regions of the parameters' space. But we nevertheless expect to find qualitative agreement in various physical interesting questions.
We shall concentrate on the most studied theory, U(n) N = 2 gauge theory with the number of flavors equal to the number of colors. There are two possible deformations of the theory we shall be interested in. One is to give a mass to the adjoint fields, a superpotential term like
The other deformation is a Fayet-Iliopoulos term
All we shall do in this paper is play with these two parameters, µ and ξ, and study the various dynamics that appear. In Figure 1 , we present the square of the deformation parameters and, in particular, the four corners where the theory can be most easily be analyzed. The goal of the paper is to analyze various phenomenological regimes of the strings, at four different corners, try to make sense of the various results. Since the difficulties we shall deal with are those of strong-coupling regime, the only possible regions where we can safely analyze the theory are in the four corners. Let us now explain them briefly.
(A) This is the region where the theory is N = 2 essentially undeformed, until energies well below the dynamical scale: ξ , µ ≪ Λ .
Quantum effects can be treated using the Seiberg-Witten (SW) solution. Perturbations are then added to the thus-obtained low-energy effective Lagrangian. We shall refer to this region as the perturbed N = 2, or perturbed SW corner.
(B) Starting from the previous corner, we increase the mass µ, until it becomes much greater than the dynamical scale:
We can then use the known results about strong dynamics of N = 1 SQCD. At energies much smaller than the dynamical scales, the degrees of freedom are the gauge singlet mesons QQ and baryons B = ǫQ . . . Q, B = ǫ Q . . . Q. As long as we remain in the small FI limit, everything is weakly coupled, and we can introduce it as a perturbation to this low-energy effective theory.
(C) As the FI term becomes larger, we eventually end up in the corner defined by:
(1.5)
The 3 + 1 dynamics is Higgsed at high energy, much above the dynamical scale. Dynamics survive only inside the 1 + 1 worldsheet of the non-Abelian vortex. The µ deformation is then added at low-energy. This is the heterotic vortex string corner.
(D) The last corner is the one where both deformations are much grater than the dynamical scale; Λ ≪ ξ ≪ µ . (1.6) This is the most difficult region to analyze, and less explored. Although the gauge 3+1 dynamics is Higgsed at the weak coupling, not all particles in the bulk acquire mass. Some of them, corresponding to the mesonic moduli, have mass well below Λ N = 1 . The worldsheet dynamics is generically entangled with these 3 + 1 dimensional effects.
We shall first give a reasonable discussion of corners (A), (B), and (C). We shall also see that the various results agree, at least qualitatively. Since the various corners are separated by regions where their respective treatments and approximations fail, we certainly cannot expect quantitative agreement between the various results. But at least we expect, and we shall find, a coherent explanation with respect to these two basic questions:
1. Is the vortex BPS or is the supersymmetry broken?
2. What is the phase of vortex ground state?
Another important aspect, is that the answers to the previous two questions strongly depend upon the choice of the linear term in the superpotential
For the generic value of the coefficient a, the vortex is non-supersymmetric and the phase on its worldsheet is confining. For the particular case a = 0, we have n degenerate ground states, with non-zero energy. Kinks correspond to the quanta of the orientational moduli, and thus we lose confinement, but we still break supersymmetry. For a particular choice, 8) with k = 1, . . . n, one of the n strings reaches zero energy. We thus have a BPS string with confinement. This superpotential is very peculiar because with this we have a supersymmetric heterotic vortex. We shall confirm this in all the three corners (A), (B), and (C). In particular, we shall find enhancement of supersymmetry in the region (C).
As µ goes to infinity, some of the fermionic zero modes become broader and broader and finally non-normalizable in the N = 1 limit. The reason is the appearance of the additional massless particle, or equivalently, of the Higgs branch. It thus becomes tricky to disentangle the 3 + 1 dynamics from the 1 + 1 one. We cannot say, as we are used to in the N = 2 case, that at energy scales lower than the FI scale, all the 3 + 1 excitations are gaped and the only non-trivial dynamics live on the string worldsheet. The 1 + 1 theory becomes reliable at a scale much lower than the FI one. In particular for sufficiently large µ, this scale becomes smaller than the dynamical scale. As µ → ∞, no 1 + 1 approach can be said to be reliable.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present some preliminary material about the non-Abelian vortex-string. This is a review part; we decided to collect the needed material in a mini-review, in order to facilitate the rest of the exposition.
1 In Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6, we discuss, respectively, the various corners in the parameters space (A), (B), (C), and (D). In the final Section 7, we summarize and conclude by discussing some of the future directions.
Preliminaries
We now provide some basic information and results about the non-Abelian theory and its non-Abelian vortex. This Section is meant to be a quick review of the most important 1 See [29, 30] for more extensive reviews.
results we shall need in the bulk of the paper. We shall discuss the basic example, the U(n c ) N = 2 super-QCD with n f ≥ n c fundamental flavors. We then consider the deformation of this theory with the FI term, and the superpotential for the adjoint field. The non-Abelian string arises in the color-flavor locked vacuum, also-called the root of the baryonic branch. We focus in particular on the n c = n f = n case, and introduce the non-Abelian CP(n − 1) moduli that live on the vortex worldsheet. We discuss the basic techniques to detect and study the bosonic and fermionic zero modes of the string. We in particular focus on the case of coinciding quark masses and the root of the derivative of the superpotential. This is the case when the vortex preserves half of the supercharges, and the effective worldsheet theory is the N = (0, 2) heterotic vortex theory. On the way, we refer to the literature, where more detailed descriptions of each topic can be found.
* * *
The non-Abelian U(n c ) N = 2 theory has gauge vector multiplet W α , Φ and n f fundamental hypermultiplets Q, Q † . The physical fields are, respectively,
The Lagrangian in the N = 1 superfield formulation is as follows: 10) where the coupling is
the superpotential is 12) and m are the masses for the flavors with the index i = 1, . . . , n f . We shall consider only the case of degenerate masses. The parameter m can be absorbed in a shift of the coordinate Φ, but we shall keep it explicit.
We can break half supersymmetries, N = 2 down to N = 1 , by adding a superpotential W (Φ) for the adjoint field Φ. The total superpotential becomes 13) where W (z) is a generic holomorphic function. We shall be interested only in the quadratic superpotential
14)
The linear term, with coefficient a, shall play an important role in what follows.
The running of the coupling constant is given by 15) where Λ the dynamical scale, µ RG the renormalization group scale, and γ = 2 or 3 for, respectively, N = 2 and N = 1 . The matching of the dynamical scales between the N = 2 and N = 1 theories is given by
This can be inferred by running of the coupling constants or equivalently by the U(1) R anomaly charges. For the case we shall be most interested in, this is Λ
* * *
We now add the Fayet-Iliopoulos term (1.2). This term lifts completely the Coulomb branch of the moduli space, leaving only the vacuum where φ = 0 and the Higgs branch attached to it. In the case of coinciding root of W ′ and the quarks masses, a = m, we have:
The breaking of the global symmetries of the Lagrangian is
The theory lies in the color-flavor locked phase, with the vacuum expectation value preserved by a simultaneous gauge and flavor rotation; from here comes the subscript c+f.
To get the masses of the scalar bosons, we expand the potential near the vacuum, and diagonalize the corresponding mass matrix [6] . The scalar q becomes a partner of the massive gauge bosons through the super-Higgs mechanism, and has mass
Other scalar fieldsq, φ acquire mass too. When the N = 2 supersymmetry breaking vanishes, the masses coincide with the gauge boson mass and the corresponding states form the bosonic part of the N = 2 long massive vector supermultiplet. With non-zero µ, this supermultiplet splits into a massive vector multiplet and two chiral heavy and light multiplets.
In the limit of large N = 2 supersymmetry breaking µ ≫ g √ ξ, these light and heavy masses become
The heavy one, m h , is the mass of the heavy adjoint scalar φ. Integrating out the adjoint field, we have Φ = Q Q/µ + a, and the effective superpotential is
In the limit of infinite µ, the m l masses tend to zero. This fact reflects the enhancement of the Higgs branch in N = 1 SQCD.
The same thing happens when the FI term is absent [4] . The only difference is that at the base of the Higgs branch m l is always zero. Thedirection is lifted, but by a sixth-order potential.
* * * Now we study the non-Abelian BPS vortex at the root of the Higgs baryonic branch. We set φ = 0 and q = 0, and ignore any interference of these fields for the moment. We can certainly do that in the case where the superpotential is absent. The part of the Lagrangian we are interested in is
The central U(1) ⊂ U(n c ) does not survive the breaking (2.17) , and this provides sufficient topology to ensure the presence of the vortex in the theory.
We write the tension of the vortex using the Bogomolny trick
where the lower bound is a boundary term
This term saturates the tension when the non-Abelian Bogomolny equations
are satisfied.
To build the vortex configuration, we embed the ordinary U(1) vortex in this theory. All such embeddings are U(n c ) rotations of
26)
where q(r) and f (r) are some profile functions that satisfy the boundary conditions q(0) = f (0) = 0 and q(∞) = f (∞) = 1. The n c independent vortices constructed this way are degenerate with tension. These are the non-Abelian vortex equations. Solutions to these equations have tension T = 4πξ (2.27) Note that this is 1/nth of the tension of the ANO vortex, T ANO = 4nπξ, which is obtained by a simultaneous winding of all the diagonal components of q.
The vortex solution (2.26) classically breaks the residual global symmetry (2.18) . This leads to the existence of a moduli space. When n f = n c , we can find other equivalent solutions by taking the (2.26) and making the following transformation
with a color-flavor locked rotation U c = U f in order to preserve the asymptotic vacuum. The moduli space of solution is then given by the coset space
We can express the vortex solution in a way that makes manifest these bosonic moduli, by going to the singular gauge:
The ϕ l ∈ C nc defines the orientation of the vortex in the gauge and flavor groups. We require
with β a constant that will be fixed in order to have canonical normalization for the kinetic term of ϕ. The solutions (2.30) are invariant under the simultaneous rotation,
The ϕ i , subject to the constraint (2.31) and identification (2.32), provide homogeneous coordinates on the projective space CP(n c − 1). The SU(n c ) symmetry of four dimensions descends to the vortex string, with the ϕ i transforming in the fundamental representation.
When n f > n c , other zero modes are present in our theory. In particular, among the classical solutions for n f > n c , there are semi-local vortices. These solitons interpolate between Nielsen-Olesen-like vortices and sigma-model lumps on the Higgs branch of the theory. * * * In the case of no-coincidence, i.e. W ′ (m) = 0, we cannot neglect the q field. In the limit of a small superpotential though, we can still perform the computation just replacing φ = 0. This is an approximation that becomes exact in the limit of small superpotentials [13] . The scalar potential of the theory is
This may be expressed in an SU(2) R invariant form using the doublet q α = (q, q † ):
where ζ a is the SU(2) R triplet defined by
An SU(2) R rotation brings the potential to a form with a new FI term and no superpotential
where
We can now use the rotated potential (2.36) and write a solution for the vortex. The tension will be
As explained in [13] , in the limit
we can neglect the φ field and use the potential (2.36) to construct an almost-BPS vortex with tension 4πξ ′ . For W sufficiently small, the condition (2.38) is satisfied. The point is that non-BPS corrections vanish faster than the main BPS contribution. We shall use this trick in Section 3, to compute the vortex tension in the SW regime. * * * Now we will study the effective low-energy theory on the string worldsheet. For the basic Abrikosov-Nielsen-Olesen vortex, this consists just of the tranversal fluctuation of the vortex, when embedded in space-time. The zero mode is the one generated by the broken translations operators, acting on the vortex solution. The coefficient in front of the kinetic term, is just the tension of the vortex. In the low-energy limit, these fluctuations are just described by free scalar and fermionic fields on the worldsheet.
The most interesting feature of the non-Abelian vortex is the presence of orientational zero modes ϕ i , and these too we must be considered in an effective low-energy description of the soliton fluctuations. Since these are parametrized by a CP(n − 1) space, we expect a version of the CP(n − 1) model. What makes it interesting is that the dynamic in the infrared is now non-trivial and, generally, strongly coupled.
Assume that the orientational collective coordinates ϕ i are slow varying functions of the string worldsheet coordinates x 0,3 . Then ϕ l become fields in a (1+1)-dimensional sigma model on the worldsheet. Since the vector ϕ l parametrizes the string zero modes, there is no potential term in this sigma model. The effective action, in the so-called gauged formulation, is thus
where ∇ k = ∂ k − iA k . The auxiliary gauge field A µ is necessary in order to make the phase (2.32) unphysical. Eliminating the D auxiliary field leads to the constraint (2.31). As we said, we chose to normalize ϕ l in order to have a canonical kinetic term. In this way, the inverse of the coupling constant appears as the radius of the CP(n − 1) manifold, r 2 = β.
There are also other formulations of this model, in particular the so-called geometric formulation. The last has no auxiliary fields, and the interactions are explicitly given by the geometry of the sigma-model manifold. The gauge formulation is the only one that we shall use in this paper. It is particularly useful because the auxiliary fields become dynamical through quantum corrections, and, in particular, it can be solved exactly in the large-n limit.
There is an important issue we want to stress. The zero mode analysis can allow us to compute the coefficient in front of the kinetic term. Symmetries allow us to complete the Lagrangian, and infer the structure of interactions.
The study of the vortex theory makes sense only if the four-dimensional theory is still at weak coupling when the Higgs breaking happens. The condition is
The coupling of the vortex theory is fixed by the coupling of the four-dimensional theory, but computed at the scale of the vortex, that is, √ ξ. A classical computation provides the relationship between the worldsheet coupling β and the four-dimensional gauge coupling [2] .
What happens at energy scales lower than √ ξ, depends on the details of the theory. Usually, but not always, the 3 + 1-dimensional degrees of freedom are gaped and do not alter the vortex theory below the scale √ ξ. It is just a simple passage of the baton, the 3 + 1 dynamics runs until the scale √ ξ, and then the 1 + 1 dynamics starts its running. The two dynamical scales are essentially the same
There is an important exception to this, to be discussed in Section 6.
* * *
We now turn to a study of the fermionic zero modes in the vortex background. We will pay particular attention to the correlation between the chirality of the worldsheet and that of the four-dimensional fermions. These issues become very important in the study of the heterotic vortex [7] .
The N = 2 vector multiplet in four dimensions contains the two Weyl fermions, λ and ψ. Each hypermultiplet also contains two Weyl fermions, ψ q and ψ e q . We need to consider the Dirac equations in the background of the vortex:
and
The superpotential W (φ) enters only in the Dirac equation for ψ, the superpartner of φ. We consider the vortex to be static, and oriented in the positive x 3 direction. We decompose the spinors as (λ L , λ R ). The derivative is
We call λ R the right movers since ∇ L acts on them, and L the left movers because ∇ R acts instead. Fermionic zero modes of the Dirac equations (2.42) and (2.43) must then be interpreted as massless fermions localized on the 1 + 1 vortex effective action.
In the N = 2 limit, we have W (φ) = 0, and φ =q i = 0 for the vortex solution. The equations decouple into two pairs: the first set of equations are for λ and ψ q i , and the second set of equations are for ψ and ψ e q i . Each pair of four-dimensional fermions gives a Fermi zero mode on the vortex of a specific worldsheet chirality. In particular, zero modes of the first pair live in the components λ = (0, λ R ), ψ q i = (ψ q L i , 0), and give the right-handed fermions on the vortex worldsheet. All the zero modes of the second pair live in the components ψ = (ψ L , 0), ψ e q i = (0, ψ e q R i ) and give the left-handed fermions. Each of these pairs of equations, as a consequence of supersymmetry, is the same as the equations for bosonic zero modes, derived by linearizing the vortex equations and imposing a gauge fixing constraint.
The low-energy dynamics of the vortex string arise by promoting the collective coordinates z, ζ R,L and ϕ l , ξ l R,L to dynamical fields on the string worldsheet. The fact that the vortices are BPS, preserving 1/2 of the N = 2 four-dimensional supersymmetry, ensures that the resulting worldsheet dynamic is invariant under N = (2, 2) supersymmetry. The various bosonic and fermionic collective coordinates are grouped into N = (2, 2) chiral superfields
The constraintφ l ϕ l = β together with the identification (2.32) are imposed on the worldsheet theory by introducing an auxiliary N = (2, 2) vector supermultiplet:
That also will impose a constraint on the fermion ξ l(L,R) .
We now give the explicit formulation for the N = (2, 2) CP(n − 1) sigma-model. We skip the super field formulation, which can be found in the given references, and just present the final result in terms of fields. The bosonic part of the action takes the form
σ is a complex scalar field that is necessarily part of the gauge supermultilpet containing A µ , and D is the D-component of the gauge multiplet. We also wrote explicitly a gauge kinetic term for the gauge supermultiplet. In the limit e 2 → ∞, the gauge field A k and its N = 2 bosonic superpartner σ become auxiliary (their kinetic terms vanish) and can be eliminated by virtue of the equations of motion. The classical action has no gauge kinetic term (e 2 = ∞). It will be generated, in general, by quantum corrections.
The fermionic part of the CP(n − 1) model action has the form
where the fields ξ l L,R are fermion superpartners of n l while χ L,R belong to the gauge multiplet. In the limit e 2 → ∞, the fields χ L,R become auxiliary, implying the following constraints:
We finally consider the case of superpotential different from zero. We consider the case of classical coincidence, so that the vortex is BPS and φ = q = 0. Equations for the fermionic zero modes λ and ψ q i are unchanged, and they still provide the fermionic modes ζ R and ξ R . Their profile functions are unchanged, and in particular always confined in a radius ∼ 1/ √ ξ.
The fermionic zero modes for ψ and ψ e q i are instead modified by the presence of the superpotential;
However, they still provide fermionic zero modes. Due to the index theorem, we can immediately infer that these zero modes, although modified, must still be present and considered in the effective action. Solutions for these zero modes have been studied in [10] in the two limits of µ deformation very small or very large, with respect to √ ξ. We can use an expansion in powers of µ/ √ ξ and have
R ) and ψ e q = (ψ
e q R ).
The worldsheet N = (0, 2) supersymmetry is generated by the two right-moving supercharges Q . The fact that the left and right generators are orthogonal in the SU(2) R space is clearly visible from the fact that the left and right fermionic zero models come from totally disconnected Dirac equations, the ones for ψ, ψ e q i and the ones for λ, ψ q i . That is also the basic reason why, when N = 2 is broken to N = 1, the supercharges on the worldsheet are not N = (1, 1) but N = (0, 2) or N = (2, 0). An important feature of (0, 2) theories is the existence of a fermionic multiplet Γ, containing only left-moving fermions χ L and no propagating bosons. The fermions can live in any representation of the gauge group, like chiral multiplets, and, in particular, it is possible introduce a superpotential J(Φ), a function of the chiral superfields, for each Fermi multiplet Γ [28] .
Edalati and Tong (ET) proposed the N = (0, 2) worldsheet deformation induced by the superpotential W (Φ). In their construction, the N = (2, 2) model (2.47), (2.48) is supplemented by the following deformation
breaking N = (2, 2) down to N = (0, 2) . Here W 1+1 ′ enters as a two-dimensional superpotential for the fermionic superfields containing the ζ R fermions, and is a function of the chiral superfield containing σ. Integrating out the axillary field χ now leads us to the fermion constraintsφ
The right-handed fermion remains intact, while the left-handed fermion no longer decouples from the orientational one. The right-handed fermion ζ R as well as the translation modulus z remain free fields.
The general structure of the deformation (2.51) follows the N = (0, 2) supersymmetry. ET suggested that the bulk and worldsheet deformation superpotentials should essentially coincide
up to some constant normalization factor. The parameter √ ξ is essential in order to map a four-dimensional superpotential, which has dimension three, to a two-dimensional one, which has dimension two. And ξ is exactly what physically enables us to map a four-dimensional theory to a two-dimensional one through the Higgs effect, and the creation of vortices. The analysis of [10] confirms Eq. (2.53) at small µ.
2 The exact coefficient of proportionality can be evaluated by the fermionic zero mode overlap between ξ L and ζ L (2.52). This computation has a tricky aspect. The solution for the zero modes can be found in the leading order in µ/ √ ξ. Still, we can separate the solutions that are orthogonal (∼φ a ξ R i ) from the ones that are parallel (∼φ a ϕ i ζ R ) to the vortex orientation. The mass µ does not change this feature. The point is that the fermion ξ, when confronted with the ET action, corresponds to the shifted
The kinetic term, which is kanonical in terms of ζ L and ξ L i , gives now the cubic interaction [10] −i |W
We then have to substitute the explicit zero modes solution and compute the coefficient in front of the interaction. This interaction comes out of the fermions kinetic terms, in the bulk action. This is the strategy that was pursued in [12] .
In the large µ limit, namely µ ≫ √ ξ, there is a transition to a different regime. Since the mass of the ψ fermion becomes very large, we can neglect its kinetic term in (2.50): and rewrite it in a simpler formψ
We can see from the second equation that the ψ e q i fermion behaves at large distance as e −m l r / √ r, in accordance with the light mass of (2.20) . That means that, while the fermionic modes ζ R and ξ l L remain confined in a region ∼ 1/ √ ξ, the left-handed ones become spread over a radius ∼ µ/ξ. In the limit µ → ∞, their behavior is the power law ∼ 1/ √ r and thus they become non-normalizable.
3 Corner (A): Perturbed N = 2
Here we consider the corner (A), that is the perturbed N = 2 region. Here the superpotential and the FI parameter are very small compared to the dynamical scale Λ N = 2 . We can thus use the known results about the N = 2 strong dynamics, mostly obtained with the SeibergWitten technique, and then the perturbations in the low-energy effective Lagrangian.
The SW curve for n c = n f = n is the hyperelliptic surface defined by
where the values of φ label the point in the moduli space of vacua. Massive deformations, and supersymmetry breaking terms, lift the moduli space, leaving, in general, only a discrete number of vacua. In the case of interest, due to the presence of the FI term, only one vacuum survives: the so-called root of the baryonic branch. The root of the baryonic branch is located at the Z n invariant vacuum
where ω n is the nth root of unity e i2π/n . The factorization of the curve in this point is given by the following algebraic steps
Note the peculiarity that all the roots are doubled here. Away from u 1 = 0, the singularity splits into n different branches. The root of the baryonic branch is essentially the quantum generalization of the concept of color-flavor locking. It is not the quantum generalization of the concept of coincidence vacuum [4] .
4
Particles and charges can be put in a diagonal form, and are now given in the following table
where E j are the various charged hypermultiplets, accompanied by the partners E j with the opposite charge. Now let us examine SUSY breaking (from N = 2 down to N = 1) in the effective lowenergy theory on this vacuum, after introduction of a superpotential like (1.1). In this case, the low-energy superpotential is
The potential is then
Each U(1) j is Higgsed by the condensation of the respective hypermultiplet E j , E j , and each admits a formation of an ANO vortex. To compute the tension of these vortices we can use the technique described in (2.37), where −Re W ′ , Im W ′ , and ξ are considered as a triplet of the SU(2) R symmetry.
To compute the e j e j condensate, from the vanishing of the F A j term, it is more convenient to invert the matrix relationship and write it as n j=1 e j e j ∂a j ∂u l = −w l , (3.62)
where w = (0, µ, 0, . . . , 0) is the vector of coefficients of the superpotential. We can then use the SW solution for the ∂a j /∂u l as period integrals of the holomorphic differentials,
The solution of Eq. (3.62) is then given by e j e j = −µΛ ω n j .
(3.64)
For every l = 2, the sum 3.62 vanishes due to the complex phases. Only for l = 2 do the phases cancel precisely and we get −µ.
The n vortices have degenerate tension:
This computation is valid only in the small µ limit, where the second derivatives of the superpotential have subleading contribution to the tension. But we know that these second derivatives have the effect of making multiple vortices interacting, and, in particular, type I.
As observed in [8] , and then in [11] , the heterotic vortex theory (corner (C) to be discussed in Section 5), predicts n degenerate ground states for the non-Abelian string, and dynamical breaking of supersymmetry. So we find agreement with the finding of the heterotic vortex theory: n degenerate non-BPS vacua/vortices. The physical interpretation is that the n vortices we observe in the SW low-energy effective action are nothing but the ground states of the non-Abelian heterotic vortex theory of corner (C). Now we change the superpotential, and consider the possibility of a linear term of the type (1.7) . The low-energy effective superpotential becomes
Physics is similar to the previously discussed case. Every U(1) j is Higgsed and is accompanied by the formation of an ANO vortex. The only difference is that the n vortices no longer have degenerate tensions. We can still use Eq. (3.62), now with w = (a, µ, 0, . . . , 0). The solution is now given by
The term proportional to a, when considered in the sum (3.62), affects only the component with l = 1.
The coefficient a presents is in fact an explicit breaking of the Z n symmetry. Something peculiar happens for the specific choice
The tension of the vortices is now
and we can see that the k-vortex is BPS saturated, with the tension T k = 4πξ.
We could have also used the following formula to compute the tensions [13, 14] :
where "root j " is the j th root of the SW curve (3.59). This is the quantum generalization of (2.37). Derivation of this formula becomes particularly transparent in the MQCD formulation of the theory. At the root of the baryonic branch, since all the roots are doubled, the MQCD curve is composed by two disconnected parts: one that becomes asymptotically the NS5-brane, and another the NS5 ′ -brane. Superpotential deformation is obtained classically by giving a certain shape to the NS5 ′ -brane. Since in general the two branes are connected, and become in MQCD a unique embedded Riemann surface, the superpotential acquires quantum corrections by requiring the matching of the two branes. Since at the root of the baryonic branch they are disconnected, the superpotential does not receive quantum corrections. There are though quantum correction to the tension of vortices. They come from the point were W ′ should be computed. It must be computed where the distance between the two disconnected branes is minimized, and this is not at the root of W ′ , but at the root of the SW curve.
Corner (B): Perturbed N = 1
This corner is the one where the strong dynamics is that of N = 1 SQCD in 3+1 dimensions. The mass µ of the adjoint field is very large compared to the dynamical scale Λ N = 1 . We can thus use the known results about the four-dimensional dynamics, and then consider the FI term as a small perturbation to the last one. In some respects, what we are going to do is very similar to what we have done in corner (A). The quantum effects are four-dimensional, and treated with the known available techniques. The vortices that we observe are discrete solutions, with no internal moduli space. We then interpret them as the ground states of the heterotic vortex theory that we obtain in corner (C).
The classical theory has a moduli space of vacua, parametrized in a gauge invariant way by the meson superfield The light fields in the classical theory are M, B, andB subject to the constraint (4.73). The resulting manifold has singularities due to the massless gauge bosons, which emerge when the symmetry breaking is not maximal.
In quantum theory, the classical constraint (4.73) is modified by the dynamical scale [15] ,
The manifold defined by (4.74) is smooth, and the singularities of the classical moduli space have been resolved. At an energy scale smaller than Λ, the degrees of freedom are the massless moduli of the manifold (4.74). The physical interpretation, at the base of the manifoldB = B = 0, is that we have confinement and chiral symmetry breaking.
In our case, since we work in U(n) and not SU(n), there is also a residual U(1) B gauge interaction, coupled with the baryons, which remains weakly coupled in the infrared. In what follows, we want to consider the deformation with a small FI term √ ξ ≪ Λ. In this approximation, we just need to consider the mesonic and baryonic massless moduli (at least for the chiral sector).
* * * The situation we are going to face is analogous to the one considered in [21] [22] [23] Let us call q = 0, |q| 2 = 2ξ the base of this Higgs branch. If we sit at the base, we can have a perfectly well-defined non-Abelian vortex, like (2.26), while keeping fixed the boundary conditions at infinity. The situation is completely different when we want to move away from the base of the manifold. If we do so, the core of the vortex becomes a source for some of the massless fields that compose these extra flat directions. The outcome is a logarithmic tail, outside the core of the vortex. This means that is does not make sense to consider a vortex with boundary conditions different from those of the base of the manifold. The logarithmic tail inevitably sets the boundary conditions to infinity. Now we consider the quantum moduli space (4.74). As the FI parameter satisfy √ ξ ≪ Λ, we can consider it as a deformation to this moduli space. The physical interpretation is the following. The theory remains four-dimensional all the way down to √ ξ. We can thus use the known results about the strong dynamics of the N = 1 SQCD in four dimensions. The low-energy effective theory contains mesons and baryons, subject to the constraint (4.74). We then have the FI term that we can introduce at this level of the effective Lagrangian. Its effects are in the D-term of the baryons. The presence of the FI parameter ensures that the U(1) B gauge symmetry is broken, and this implies the existence of strings, similar to the ordinary ANO vortex [8] .
One could argue that the vortex string we observe in the pure N = 1 (large-µ) is just an Abelian vortex, and thus has nothing to do with the non-Abelian vortex we discussed in the small-µ limit. But note that since it is created by the winding of the baryon field B, it has 1/n the charge of an Abelian U(1) B vortex. It thus have the same flux of the non-Abelian string with respect to the U(1) B . Clearly, the string we observe in this limit is the non-Abelian string, or at least the remnant of it. Non-Abelian moduli are not visible because they are gaped by the strong dynamics. Here, and also in the previous corner (A), they are gaped by the four-dimensional dynamics.
But we also have to discuss the important issue of the flat directions. Vortices exist only ifB = 0, and they are also BPS. The quantum mechanical analog of the base of the Higgs branch is now split into n different n different vacua parametrized by
with k = 1, . . . , n. The mesonic field is diagonal, and proportional to the n'th root of the identity. Whenever we choose to move from one of these n bases,B = 0, any vortex solution must necessarily be non-BPS and have the log tail, typical of vortices in the presence of flat directions.
* * *
To find agreement with the other approaches, we must consider the effect of the operator obtained after integrating out the adjoint field Φ
This operator, in the low-energy effective theory, is a mass term that lifts the mesonic moduli M, and forces the theory to live in the vacuum where M = 0. In the µ → ∞ limit, the operator clearly vanishes, but the information we are looking for (degeneracy and susybreaking of vortices) are all encoded in this 1/µ effect, and thus it is important to keep track of this term.
Vortices are non-BPS, and this is due to the quantum deformation of the moduli space. The effective superpotential (4.77) forces the vacuum to be at det M = 0, and this implies B B = −Λ 2n . The size of this vortex is ∝ µ/Λ 2 , and in particular they become infinity spread in the µ → ∞ limit. The vortex must have the following profile structure, in the adiabatic limit µ ≫ Λ:
and for the meson
Note an important distinction with the semiclassical case (2.26). Classically, the vortex is obtained by the winding of one of the n quarks, while the others are just spectators. Clearly, the choice of the quark that makes the winding is arbitrary, and thus the emergence of the classical moduli space. Every configuration, though, corresponds to a particular choice of the quark, and thus the symmetry is broken down to U(1) × SU(n − 1). In the case under consideration, the symmetry is not broken (4.79), and we have only a discrete n-fold degeneracy.
That is exactly what is obtained by an analysis of corner (C) with the worldsheet effective action.
The degeneracy is not visible from the boundary conditions at r → ∞. It is encoded in the value of the M field at the core of the vortex. We thus find agreement with the other regions of parameters (A) and (C). We have n degenerate non-BPS vortices. The degeneracy is not visible from the boundary conditions at r → ∞. The fact that in the µ → ∞ limit the vortices are infinity spread is not in contradiction with our previous result. We in fact do not expect quantitative agreement between the various approaches.
In the case of generic linear term in the superpotential, the effective generated superpotential is For this particular superpotential, we have a BPS string.
If we want to perform some concrete computation with these kinds of vortices, we need some toy model that captures the essential properties we previously discussed. Vortices are created by the condensation of the baryon, but due to its dimension, it is not clear how to use it in an effective low-energy theory coupled to the gauge boson U(1) B . The solution to this problem, would require knowledge beyond the chiral sector of the theory.
What we will study for now is a simplified model, which essentially corresponds to the extreme case n = 1. We can thus say that B = Q, B = Q and the quantum deformation (4.74) is M = QQ + Λ 2 We also used the adiabatic approximation, that is, we impose the condition of the quantum-deformed manifold (4.74) over all the vortex profile. That is a good approximation in the Λ ≫ µ limit since, as we shall see, the field variations become slow enough to consider the constraint (4.74) valid at any radius. We can thus rewrite the superpotential (4.77) for the mesonic field, in terms of the quark
The potential for the constituent quark q is thus
The meson mass term stabilizes the log tail typical of vortices with flat directions. Let us call r the radial direction out of the vortex center. First there is a core consisting of the BPS vortex. The core has width 1/ √ ξ. The q field goes from zero to √ ξ, q remains zero, and the meson is equal to one of the n values of (4.76). There is then a tail where both q and q become of order Λ and the meson field goes to zero. As µ → ∞, these vortices become infinitely spread. The ansatz for the profile functions is as usual:
We present some numerical results for the vortex obtained with the potential (4.83), with parameters e = 1, ξ = .5, Λ = 2 and µ = 100. The first two plots are some profile functions for q and q. Figure 2 shows the core of the vortex, with also the gauge field profile 1 − f (as defined in (2.26)). Figure 3 is on a larger scale, where it is visible that the tails of q and q saturate to their vacuum expectation. Here we also plot Λ 2 + qq, which is related to the mesonic condensate. Figure 4 shows the tension density. The first peak corresponds to the ANO vortex in the core. The second peak starts when the q field starts to grow.
We can make a comparison with the tension formula obtained in the SW regime (3.65). If we take this formula and extrapolate to the limit under consideration, we get T = 4πΛ 
The second term 4πξ
2 corresponds to the tension of the BPS vortex in the core, roughly the first peak in the tension profile of Figure 4 . The first term, the biggest one, should correspond to the second peak. But here, the formula (3.65) gives a result that is, in general, far from the real value.
We need now to distinguish two regimes inside the corner (B). We need to compare the mass of the light scalar field √ 2Λ 2 /µ with the mass of the photon m γ = e √ 2Λ. .86) we can for the moment ignore ξ in the potential (4.83), we can simplify it by setting q = − q, and also rescaling by a √ 2 factor in order to have just one field q with the simplified potential
The prediction 4πΛ 2 is equivalent to the tension of a BPS vortex with the same condensate given in (4.87). The SW formula is expected to capture in some sense the BPS aspect, and in particular it fails in this region of parameter. If the conditions of corner (D) plus the condition (4.86) satisfied, these vortices are strongly type I. The tension is smaller than 4πΛ
2 [23] , and gets logarithmically suppressed ∼ .4πΛ
2 / log(µe/Λ). That means that the tension of the vortex is essentially dominated by the BPS core T ∼ 4πξ plus small correction. This result is mirrored by what we shall find in the corner (D) of the quantum heterotic vortex. Also here, for a reason also related to the flat directions, the quantum corrections to the BPS tension, are vanishing (see (6.113) ).
In the other case Λ/µ ≫ e the tension is now enhanced due to the fact the up to the radius 1/m γ they are essentially global vortices. The tension, in this case, is logarithmically enhanced: T ∼ 4πΛ 2 log(Λ/(µe)).
Corner (C): Heterotic Vortex Theory
Now we deal with region (C), that of the heterotic vortex theory. We call it in this way because as √ ξ ≫ Λ, and µ still sufficiently small, all the 3 + 1 degrees of freedom are gaped in the bulk, and the nontrivial dynamics happen only on the 1 + 1 worldsheet. Due to the internal orientational moduli, the dynamic is highly non-trivial. The coupling runs and becomes strong in the infrared. We can study the vacuum structure and mass spectrum in the large n limit, following [11] . The technique is the basic one used in [16, 17] to solve the non-supersymmetric and the N = (2, 2) CP(n − 1) model.
The new thing, with respect to [11] , is that we want to consider the presence of a generic linear term in the superpotential
We used the dimensionless coupling ω defined by
For the superpotential µTr φ 2 /2, we can just quote the results of [11] , and see that they confirm the previous analysis of corners (A) and (B). We want now to perform the large-n limit in the case of a generic superpotential (5.88).
The heterotic N = (0, 2) model, in the gauged formulation, consists of the bosonic part (2.47), plus the fermionic (2.48), plus the heterotic deformation (2.51) which becomes
Note that the a parameter enters only in the potential for the σ field. The µ parameter enters in the potential for σ, and also in the coupling between the χ L and ζ R . Integrating over the axillary fields χ, we arrive at the constraints (2.52):
We need first to establish the n-scaling of the various parameters in the action:
The gauge coupling g 2 scales like 1/n and that imply that the radius of the CP(n − 1) manifold scales like β 0 ∼ n. The dynamical scale Λ CP is thus constant. The scaling of µ and ξ is in order to have all the physical scales m h and m l in (2.20) to scale like n 0 . From now on, in this section, we use Λ to refer to the dynamical scale of the CP model.
In the gauge formulation, the Lagrangian is quadratic in the fields ϕ and ξ, and all the interactions happens through the intervention of the auxiliary fields. We can thus integrate them out, just computing the determinant of the quadratic form.
(5.93)
The first determinant comes from the boson loops while the second comes from the fermion loops. Note that the ϕ l mass is given by 2|σ| 2 − D, while the fermion ξ l mass is 2|σ| 2 . The D field must vanish in order to have the supersymmetry unbroken.
Let us start as in [16] by first evaluating the expectation value for the auxiliary field D.
We regularize the divergence by a rigid cutoff µ RG in the momentum space, and the result is
with Λ the dynamical scale defined to be invariant under the change of the cutoff scale. That also defines the renormalization of the coupling as:
The effective potential for the field σ is
where instead of the deformation parameter ω we introduced the dimensionless parameter u, which does not scale with n:
The minimum is given to the solution of the following equation:
To have a supersymmetric solution, we need D = 0 and to solve (5.99). There are only two possibilities for that to happen:
• µ = 0 This is the trivial N = (2, 2) case without the superpotential;
This is the non-trivial case we were looking for. A particular tuning of the linear term in the superpotential preserves supersymmetry.
The next part will be devoted to the last particular case, and to solve for the spectrum of the theory.
Before that, we want to consider the a = 0 case, when supersymmetry is broken, and make a quantitative comparison with the tension formula obtained in the SW regime (3.65). If we take this formula and extrapolate to the limit under consideration, we get
Clearly this is an extrapolation, behind the limit of validity of corner (A). But we want nevertheless to make a comparison. The quantum effective potential for σ is (5.97) with a = 0. the minimum is at σ = Λe −2u / √ 2, and the vacuum energy density is thus
This time the formula of corner (A) correctly reproduces the tension; at least up to a proportionality factor, the parametric dependence upon Λ, µ and ξ is correct.
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We consider the effective Lagrangian for the fields A k , σ, and χ L,R . These fields acquire a kinetic term through quantum corrections. In the large-n limit, the kinetic terms and the couplings can just be computed evaluating the 1-loop diagrams with the n and ξ fields running inside the loops. The effective action is ε kj F kj . Here e 2 γ , e 2 σ , and e 2 χ are the coupling constants that determine the wave function renormalization for the photon, σ, and χ fields. Γ is the induced Yukawa coupling. These couplings are given by one-loop graphs which we have been computed in [11] . For the case in which we are interested, D = 0 and a = Λ/ √ 2, they are
while the Yukawa coupling is
Since D = 0, they are exactly the same as the ones of the N = (2, 2) theory.
The (Im σ) F mixing was calculated in [16] for N = (2, 2) theory. This mixing is due to the chiral anomaly and is the term that gives mass to the photon in the effective Lagrangian. The U(1) rotation of the field σ is broken by the anomaly down to Z n . Since the anomaly is not modified by the superpotential deformation, we can use the same result in the deformed N = (0, 2) theory.
In order to compute the spectrum, we need first to make a change of variables and select convenient linear combinations of the fermions χ R and ζ R . The part of the action in which they appear, rescaled by the coupling 1/e 2 , is:
We can diagonalize the fermion mass making a change of variable from
where c = 2ωπΛ/n. In this new basis, ζ L is totally decoupled, and we can just ignore it.
Furthermore, we want to factorize out the n factors, and also write explicitly the quadratic expansion of the potential. The outcome is
We thus get that the fermions χ L and χ R get together to form a massive Dirac fermion:
From the quadratic term of the potential V (σ), we calculate the mass of the real part of the σ field,
The anomalous (Im σ) F * mixing in (5.107), and the explicit potential for Im σ, give masses to both photon and the imaginary part of σ:
The way to get this result is just a simple generalization of the argument of [16] . The pole in the propagator is 2Λ
We see that all fields from the gauge multiplets have the same mass 2Λ √ 1 + u in accordance with N = (2, 2) supersymmetry. It is curious that, although in a different way, we obtain the enhancement of supersymmetry first hypothesized in [6] . One may argue that this is just a consequence of the many approximations we are using here: first of all, the large n limit; second the limitations on µ. But the supersymmetry enhancement is not dependent upon these and has a more general explanation. If we have an heterotic theory that does not break supersymmetry, and dynamically generate a mass gap, then we automatically have enhancement supersymmetry to N = (2, 2). The reason is that to obtain a massive fermion we inevitably have to take a left and a right fermion. This implies an extra degeneration of multiplets. We thus obtain the effect of dynamical supersymmetry enhancement. The reason behind that is not so different from that of [6] . With the transformation (5.106), we have effectively decoupled the internal and the translational sector. The enhancement of supersymmetry, if supersymmetry is unbroken, is then unavoidable.
Let us now discuss an issue about the quantum phase of the ϕ fields. The photon is massive, but we have confinement. How is that possible? The issue here is hidden in the 1/n approximation. At the leading order in the 1/n expansion, we do not see confinement because we are just expanding around the vacuum. The difference if the other discrete vacua is a subleading term, and this is why confinement, which is certainly a feature of this theory, is not visible at the leading order in the 1/n expansion. * * * We now discuss the limits of validity of the present computation. We essentially have to satisfy the following two conditions:
The first one is clear. We want to break the gauge group at high energy, when the coupling is still weak. Then we can compute the effective action on the vortex, just relying on a classical zero modes analysis. The rest is done by the quantum dynamics of these zero modes, which are described by the 1 + 1 action.
The second condition, µ ≪ √ ξ, is also important. As we move away from this satisfy region, and µ becomes comparable or even bigger than √ ξ, there are many features that make the effective action (5.90) unreliable. First of all, the zero mode ξ has a different shape, and width, with respect to the heterotic CP ones. That means that we should take into account the modification of the coefficient in front of the kinetic term. The superpotential W 1+1 will also have corrections with respect to the four-dimensional one. But, most importantly, it is not clear how to make sense of the 1 + 1 effective actions. The next section will be devoted to the discussion of what happens in this region of parameters.
Corner (D): Quantum Heterotic Vortex
The final corner is the one in which the theory is deeply N = 1, and the Fayet-Iliopoulos breaks the gauge group when it is still in the weak coupling regime. This is also the most controversial, and less studied region. Apparently it would seem the easiest case; everything is weakly coupled. But there are problematic issues, on which, we hope, we can shed light in what follows.
Let us start with the extreme limit, µ → ∞. We can forget about the adjoint field; the theory is just pure N = 1 SQCD. The FI term breaks the gauge group at high energies, where the gauge coupling is still small. Thus, there are no strong coupling ambiguities of [4] about the vacuum. The moduli space is that of classical pure N = 1 SQCD, deformed by the FI term. With µ very big, but finite, we would observe a small ∝ 1/µ lifting of the Higgs branch.
Now we sit at the base q = 0 of this manifold, and consider the non-Abelian vortex. The non-Abelian vortex has thickness 1/ √ ξ, and it has both translational and orientational zero modes. The vortex preserves half of the supersymmetries, N = (0, 2) on its worldsheet. This implies that we have also the fermionic zero modes ζ R and ξ a R , partners, respectively, for the bosonic translational and orientational moduli. The other ones, ζ L and ξ a L , become non-normalizable in the µ → ∞ limit. They behave like 1/r at large distance, and this is directly related to the presence of the extra massless moduli [10] , the Higgs branch. Since these modes are non-normalizable, we are not allowed to consider them in a 1 + 1 effective action. Their kinetic term would be infinite, and thus it would be infinitely costly to excite them.
On the other hand, a 1 + 1 effective theory consisting only of the z, ϕ a and their heterotic superpartners ζ R and ξ a R , is not consistent on its own. It suffers from a sigma model anomaly [8] . In the gauge formulation, this is simply the anomaly for the auxiliary gauge boson A µ . On one hand, we are not allowed to consider the non-normalizable modes in the effective action; on the other hand, we cannot write a consistent effective action without them. This is a puzzle.
There is also another puzzle, apparently unrelated to the previous one but, as we shall see, has the same origin. The analysis of corners (A), (B), and (C) gives a consistent picture, with basically, the following result. The dynamics of the heterotic vortex, strongly depends upon the linear term in the superpotential (1.7). For a generic value of a, supersymmetry is broken, and the phase of the moduli ϕ is confining. Something special happens when the linear term is set to zero; supersymmetry is still broken but we have n discrete degenerate vortices; ϕ excitations are massive and not confined. Something else happens at the special value a ∼ Λe i2πk/n , when supersymmetry is restored, and also enhanced. These results have been consistently checked independently in the three different corners (A), (B), and (C).
This dependence upon the linear term is quite embarrassing from the point of view of the region (D). Since the adjoint field Φ is completely decoupled in this regime, we do not expect all these different possibilities. The questions 1) and 2), about being or not the vortex BPS and about the quantum phase of the CP moduli, should have only one answer, and not depend on any external parameter regarding the interaction of the adjoint field with our low-energy SQCD.
There is only one plausible answer to these issue: The dynamical scale Λ CP , in the µ → ∞ limit, must go to zero. That means that there is no running of the 1 + 1 coupling constant. β, which stays frozen to the classical value β 0 , from √ ξ all the way down to the infrared. This is the only possible answer to the previous puzzle; all the different phases that depend upon the linear term a coalesce into a unique one in the corner (D) . In what follows, we shall explain the main physical reason for the freezing of the coupling.
We can elucidate better with the help of Figure 5 , where we plot various physical scales in a µ vs. µ RG graph, where µ is the mass of the adjoint field and µ RG the energy scale of the RG flow. We are in the semi-classical region √ ξ ≫ Λ. Physics until µ ∼ √ ξ is well described by the heterotic vortex theory, the analysis of corner (C). Note that the diagonal line µ RG ∼ µ is that where the four-dimensional theory passes from the N = 2 description to the N = 1 one. The vortex theory is essentially unaffected as long as µ ≪ √ ξ. In other words, nothing special happens when the Λ CP line crosses the diagonal line. For energy scales µ RG bigger than √ ξ, physics is four dimensional. At a lower scale, all the four-dimensional degrees of freedom are frozen, and the only non-trivial dynamics can happen on the 1 + 1 vortex worldsheet. Instead, the transition that happens when the √ ξ line crosses the diagonal is very important. From now on, the fate of the fermionic zero mode ξ L gets separated from that of the CP moduli. Its width grows, and it is of order µ/ξ. Now we have to distinguish three different regimes in the RG flow. Physics at energies above √ ξ is four-dimensional. Physics at energies below ξ/µ is 1 + 1 dimensional. In the intermediate region, the shadowed zone in Figure 5 , we are in a hybrid situation. As we said, we cannot write an independent 1 + 1 effective action, since the fermionic zero mode still cannot be active. And they are crucial in order to have a consistent theory. The four dimensional gauge dynamic, on the other hand, is frozen since the gauge bosons are massive. But physics is, in some sense, still four dimensional. There are in fact massless moduli in this range of parameters. The dynamical scale of the 1 + 1 CP moduli is frozen. In other words, β is frozen to its classical value β 0 , and is patiently waiting for the fermionic mode to enter in the game. β starts to run only at scales below ξ/µ.
In Figure 6 , we have a sketch of the two important length scales 1/ √ ξ and µ/ξ for the quantum heterotic vortex. The CP heterotic zero models, ϕ a and ξ a R , are localized in the core of radius ∝ 1/ √ ξ. This vortex-core is immersed in a bath of almost-massless 3 + 1 moduli. At the radius ∝ µ/ξ, this moduli can be integrated out. This is also the scale of the zero mode ξ a L .
* * *
We now give the physical reasons behind this freezing effect. In the regime we are discussing, we have some massless CP modes confined inside the vortex, and then we have other massless modes, four dimensional, that are not confined but can, as we shall see, interact with the CP ones. It is clear that the vortex cannot have an impact on the four-dimensional dynamics while the opposite is instead not true. The 1 + 1 dynamic is strongly influenced, as we shall see dominated, by the surrounding four-dimensional fields.
We are interested in scales of energies below √ ξ and above ξ/µ. The gauge bosons are massive, and thus the four-dimensional dynamics is very simple, just the massless fields of the Higgs branch. The coupling of the CP model β 0 is given by (2.40). That means that it is a function of the four-dimensional coupling g computed at the scale √ ξ set by the fourdimensional FI term. As long as the massless fields are there, the β cannot run, otherwise this would imply that the dynamics of the vortex influence the bulk parameter which, as we said, are fixed in these energies scales.
We can see this effect with a more direct computation of the vortex effective theory. This action has the following structure:
It is the sum of a 3 + 1 action for the bulk massless moduli, plus a 1 + 1 action defined on the string worldsheet that describes the orientation and translation moduli, plus an interaction term. String moduli interact with the surrounding massless moduli in the bulk. That means that we are not allowed to consider S 1+1 in isolation, and make the running of the coupling constant as if it were an independent 1 + 1 system. We need to take into account the interaction with the surrounding bath of 3 + 1 moduli. That dominates the dynamics and keeps the β frozen, until also the 3 + 1 moduli become massive and can be integrated out.
The dynamical scale is thus computed starting the running only at the scale ξ/µ, width the same β 0 defined by (2.40). We thus have
Λ CP goes to zero in the µ → ∞ limit.
The procedure to compute S 3+1 and S 1+1 is straightforward, and we can recall it in the following way. We take the expansion of the fields around some classical solution: To obtain S int is instead not straightforward; we have to deal with some renormalization issues. We have to expand around the vortex solution, but we have to consider simultaneously the fluctuation of the vortex moduli ϕ, z, and of that of the bulk massless fields δ q. But as soon as we excite the q field, a logarithmic tail comes out of the vortex, and makes the tension infinite. That is certainly a signal that the vortex, and presumably also its moduli, interacts with the surrounding massless fields. But to make a sensible computation, we need some regularization procedure.
To obtain a finite result, we need to consider a fluctuation of q with some wavelength different from infinity. The tension of the vortex, and consequently also the interaction terms S 1+1 , will depend on this scale. In particular, they all diverge if we try to change q homogeneously in all the space, at zero wavelength. To simplify at most the computation, we can just consider the space as if it is cylindrical and compact, with a cutoff radius 1/λ ⊥ . The physical interpretation is that λ ⊥ is the transverse energy scale of the q fluctuation. In this way, we have regularized the zero modes δq, δ q, and δA k corresponding to the massless bulk fluctuation. Otherwise, they all would have a log divergence in the IR far from the vortex core.
We need to make an important distinction between parallel and orthogonal excitations. Since we are dealing with a non-Abelian vortex, we have to choose some particular orientation for the ϕ field to put in the zero solution of (6.114). The massless bulk fluctuation δ q has also an orientation, and can be parallel or orthogonal to the ϕ field. The shape of the zero modes strongly depends upon this choice, and this, ultimately, is the cause of the interaction between ϕ and δ q.
After the choice of parallel orientation (2.26), the problem can be reduced to the following Abelian model:
where α = −1 in the parallel case and α = 0 in the orthogonal case. The ansatz for the profile functions is
The solution of Figure 7 is obtained with this model for the parallel case α = −1, and with the choice of parameters e = 1, ξ = .5.
In the parallel case, we have the log tail typical of vortices with flat directions. If λ ⊥ ≪ √ ξ, we can approximate them outside the core of the vortex with
where we used δ q as our δm. What happens inside the core is not very important, as long as we consider a small enough cutoff λ ⊥ . The only important thing to know is that the vortex core regularize the log divergence in the core, and all the fields go to zero. We show an example in Figure 7 .
We can now take the fluctuations (6.114), with all the zero models z, ϕ, and δ q in the vortex background, and insert this back into the Lagrangian (2.22). The term we are interested in comes out very easily, just from the term:
This is the tension of the vortex, integrated over its worldsheet. In general, it is a constant term that does not interfere with the higher-order terms containing the moduli interaction. In the case at hand, the log tail of the scalar fields modifies the vortex tension, and this introduces a mass term of the moduli δ q.
Things are very different if δq is instead orthogonal to the vortex orientation. We can see from (6.115) that the vortex sector A mu , q and the flat direction are completely decoupled. It is so indifferent if we make the fluctuation δ q around the plain vacuum or around the vortex:
We can thus extract from (6.118) the interaction term between the orientational moduli ϕ of the non-Abelian string and the bulk fluctuation δ q of the Higgs branch:
Note that if we consider the renormalization of the coupling constant β = β 0 log(µ RG / √ ξ), and make the renormalization scales (transversal λ ⊥ and longitudinal µ RG ) equal, we get
We now give our argument for the existence of the abovementioned conformal window. In the window of energy scales below √ ξ and above ξ/µ, the action of the vortex is of type (6.112), with a the interaction (6.121). We want to write an effective action, effective from two points of view. One because we want to integrate out the 3 + 1 degrees of freedom of the bulk Higgs branch; the second because we want to consider it at some energy scale µ RG .
The RG flow must be done scaling simultaneously the longitudinal and traversal scales, so that λ ⊥ in (6.120) is essentially µ RG . The effective action, constrained by the N = (0, 2) supersymmetry, must be of the following kind The second graph the one-loop renormalization of the coupling β; it is a tadpole for the auxiliary field D.
term for A µ (5.103). In the present situation, there is no mass generation, and the diagram is ∞, and that means that the gauge field is decoupled (e Aµ = 0), and there are no problems for the anomaly.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered various aspects of the quantum heterotic vortex, for number of colors equal to the number of flavors n c = n f = n. We focused in particular on four regions in the parameter space spanned by the mass µ and the FI term ξ (Figure 1 ). These are the four regimes where quantum effects can be, somehow, treated using known techniques. We found agreement between the various approaches, in particular with respect to the qualitative feature about being or not the string BPS, and about the quantum phase of the internal CP moduli.
Clearly, the FI parameter, and the mass for the adjoint field, have a big impact on the dynamics of the theory. Physics changes considerably, as we move in the parameter space spanned by µ and ξ. Many qualitative feature, though, remain the same and can be checked, and compared using the various approximations. A physical idea that permeates the paper is that strings that we detect in the four-dimensional approaches, such as (A) and (B), are nothing by the remnants, or ground-states, of the quantum dynamics of the non-Abelian string that we find in the worldsheet approaches, such as (C) and (D).
The goal, for the moment, was to provide an overall picture of the entire parameter space. There are aspects of this paper, though, that deserve a more detailed discussion. Two are of particular importance.
The analysis of corner (B) in Section 4 provides the mechanism to understand the n-fold degeneracy from the point of view of the meson-baryon description. Essential is the quantum deformation of the moduli space (4.74) that triggers this degeneracy. Although the argument is solid, we still lack an elegant way to write an effective theory that incorporates both the U(1) B gauge, the baryons and mesons, and the quantum deformation (4.74). The example (4.82) is valid in the extreme limit of n = 1. Although it captures some essential effects, like the stability of the log tail and the meson condensate in the interior of the vortex, it lacks incorporation of the degeneracy (4.79) in a dynamic fashion. A proper treatment for n > 1 is highly desirable.
The analysis of corner (D) is not yet complete. We were able to show that in this regime the vortex zero modes interact with the external bath of 3 + 1 particles. This implies that the 1 + 1 effective theory should not be considered in isolation, and in particular that the β coupling should not run just according to the 1 + 1 loops computations. We conjectured that β remains frozen to β 0 , from the scale √ ξ of the Higgs breaking, down to the scale ξ/µ of the light mesonic fields.
The freezing of the coupling constant is something that we need for consistency, and we also gave physical arguments for that. First of all, the S 1+1 theory by its own is not a consistent QFT, since we have only left fermions and no right ones. There is thus an anomaly for the gauge field A µ . Even if we forget about the other terms in (6.112), we cannot quantize S 1+1 in isolation. Another fact is that the answers to the two questions posed in the Introduction depend upon the linear term in the superpotential. And this is hardly understandable from the point of view of the deep corner (D), pure SQCD without the adjoint field. The existence of the interactions S int between the 1 + 1 and 3 + 1 degrees of freedom is the crucial point in order to solve these puzzles. This is what should make the theory consistent and anomaly free. The conjecture is that the only way to make a consistent, gauge-anomaly-free, quantization of (6.112), we need to have a conformal window, between the scales √ ξ and ξ/µ where the coupling g does not run. We gave some heuristic arguments for why, and how, this cancellation happens.
There also other aspects of corner (D) that deserve more careful analysis. The interaction (6.120) should also be formulated in a supersymmetric way. A possibility could be the following N = (0, 2) superpotential-like term
+ h.c. , (7.124) where Ψ i is the Fermi multiplet containing ψ q L , Φ l the chiral superfield containing ϕ l , ξ l R and Q the chiral superfield containing q, ψ e q L . It should be possible also to write it in a geometric way, as an interaction between the geometric CP(n − 1) manifold on the worldsheet and the moduli space of the Higgs branch in the bulk. It is also true that this is not the unique interaction. Other interactions should be present, in particular, the ones that involve the translational sector. The next step in the heterotic vortex saga is that of n f higher than n c . In trying to generalize these ideas to higher n f , we encounter one major obstacle, already at the N = 2 level (i.e., without µ breaking terms). There are extra moduli, and a Higgs branch, already at N = 2. The non-Abelian vortex becomes semi-local, and the radius is no longer fixed at 1/ √ ξ. It is not clear how to make sense of an effective vortex theory in these circumstances. It is not clear how to disentangle the 3 + 1 dynamics from the 1 + 1. The situation we encountered in this paper in corner (D), may be instructive in this respect. The massless moduli have the effect of freezing the dynamics of the 1 + 1 vortex. But there is also an important difference, which we never encouter in the present paper: semilocal vortices have size as a bosonic zero mode.
We can anticipate a few of the new features of the n f > n c case. The equivalent analysis for corner (A), the perturbed N = 2, is a straightforward generalization of what we have done in Section 3. The SW curve, at the root of the baryonic branch, factorizes as:
The difference with respect to (3.59) is that there are 2(n f − n c ) roots located at z = 0. The others are located in a Z 2nc−n f symmetric way at z = ω 2nc−n f Λ. The roots located at zero gives a low-energy SU( n c ) theory, where n c = n f −n c , with n f fundamentals hypermultiplets; it is infrared free, since 2n f > n c [5] . With the superpotential (1.1) and the FI term, we have a BPS vortex The other Abelian vortices, coming from the Z 2nc−n f symmetric roots, are instead non-BPS and behave much in the same way the ones we discussed in this paper.
The relation between corner (A) and corner (C), for example, should thus provides an insight into the dynamics of semilocal vortices. Their moduli space has been widely studied from a semi-classical perspective [25] [26] [27] . In corner (C) we have a semilocal vortex with (n c , n f ). In corner (A) we have a BPS semilocal vortex with ( n c , n f ), plus 2n c − n f abelian non-BPS vortices. What we find in the corner (A) analysis, should correspond to the ground states of the theory in corner (C). It looks as if there is a CP(2n c − n f ) sub-sector of the semilocal vortex which goes into strong coupling effect, plus another sector which contains all the semilocal moduli, which has no strong coupling effect and shows in the low-energy as a semilocal BPS ( n c , n f ) vortex. The explanation for this, could reside in the q flat directions, much in the same way of corner (D) in Section 6.
